Local Outreach, Global Impact

The third annual event continued to inspire, educate, and deepen community connections throughout ISACA networks as well as local municipalities. Now an annual tradition, ISACA members, staff, their family and friends joined together on the first Saturday in October to help those less fortunate and improve the world around them. Technology enables connectivity, relationships, education and growth, and this day of service is evidence of the positive force of technology and people when we combine efforts for a common cause – building trust in each other and technology. When each of us does our part to improve the world around us, collectively we have a positive global impact.

6,400+ hours spent volunteering by ISACA members and guests

US $7,700+ raised for charities around the world

Including $1,000 donated to One In Tech, An ISACA Foundation

104 different opportunities offered

2,115 volunteer activities completed

89 TEAMS (88 chapters + staff)

44 countries represented
“I was inspired about the testimonies shared by the sickle cell patients at the Health center and their positive attitude. I was impressed with their thrilled joy on how our day impacted their lives and the rest of the patients who visit the sickle cell clinic. It is very important and impactful to always remember the disadvantaged and identify with them.”
— KAMPALA CHAPTER VOLUNTEER

“Volunteering empowers me like no other task. It’s so satisfying seeing people get together to help others.”
— MALTA CHAPTER VOLUNTEER

“I was proud to represent ISACA in an act of recognition to the medical community for its work during the pandemic.”
— BUENOS AIRES CHAPTER VOLUNTEER
VOLUNTEER PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

Two Alabama chapters, Birmingham and Huntsville, combined efforts to do a virtual trivia game, Free Rice Challenge, which aims to end world hunger.

Buenos Aires Chapter in Argentina gave gifts to doctors who have been heroes throughout the pandemic and expressed their gratitude.

Malta Chapter sorted clothing donations.

Kampala Chapter donated supplies to a center supporting patients with sickle cell disease and raised awareness of their cause.

Port Harcourt Chapter cleared refuse dumps and debris across major streets to enable inhabitants inhale non-contaminated air that improves healthy coexistence between the society and environment.

Bahrain Chapter cleaned up a local beach.

Israel Chapter collected, packed and distributed agricultural products to Holocaust survivors.

Belgrade and Atlanta Chapters removed invasive plants and planted new trees in their local communities.

And Many More!

COUNTRIES REPRESENTED AMONG PARTICIPANTS:

ARGENTINA  AUSTRALIA  BAHRAIN  BOTSWANA  CANADA  CHINA  COLOMBIA  DOMINICAN REPUBLIC  EGYPT  EL SALVADOR  GHANA  GUATEMALA  HUNGARY  INDIA  INDONESIA  ISRAEL  ITALY  JAMAICA  JAPAN  KAZAKHSTAN  KENYA  KOREA  LEBANON  MALAYSIA  MALTA  MAURITIUS  MEXICO  NAMIBIA  NEW ZEALAND  NIGERIA  OMAN  PAKISTAN  PHILIPPINES  SERBIA  SINGAPORE  SOUTH AFRICA  SRI LANKA  TEGUCIGALPA  THAILAND  UGANDA  UNITED KINGDOM  URUGUAY  USA  ZIMBABWE

Learn more about Community Day and how you can make a difference at https://engage.isaca.org/communityday/impact.